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Sugar

April, 1922

Settling Beet Growers' Accounts
Forms Used in Keeping Data
Records as a Basis for Payment
By W. E. SMITH
Of the Gunnison Valley Sugar Co., Centerfield, Utah.

One of the most important functions
of the accounting department of beet
sugar factories is the payment for beet
deliveries. When it is considered that
the amount involved is rarely under a
quarter of a million dollars even with

the present low prices paid for beets, it
may be readily seen that this special
record will require a system devised to
overcome all possibilities of error.
It is even more important that errors
be eliminated in beet settlements than in
the usual work of accounting, as in this
case it is very difficult to rectify a mistake once it has been made. If overpayment is made, a great amount of explaining is usually necessary to convince
the deliverer that he should refund
money, and too often it is found that
such money is hard to recover. If on
the other hand a grower is underpaid for
beets, it is likewise difficult to explain
that the error was not deliberate, and in
some sections of the country even to-day
the sugar company's every move is
looked on with suspicion.

To prevent the repetition of a condition wherein the sugar company lost
heavily due to errors of overpayment,
the following method of accounting was
worked out. At the close of a season,
it has been found that the system worked

exceptionally well in making the proper
accounting and settlement for beets received.
In analysing the system to discover its
special features, it may be well first to
review the possibilities for error that
exist in any method of accounting for
beet receipts; it is then possible to determine in what way the system eliminates this possibility.
First, the weighman at the receiving
station issues a ticket, showing the gross
weight of wagon and beets; after unloading, the net weight of the wagon is
determined, and shown on the weight
ticket. These two weights are subtracted
to determine the gross weight of beets
delivered. The tareman, who, in the
meantime, has ascertained the tare on
the load in question, advises the weigh-
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man of his findings, who inserts the percentage of dirt tare to be deducted on
the ticket. These tickets are then sent
to the factory office, where the tare is
calculated and deducted, and the tickets
are then posted in one way or another to
the account of the grower.
A careful analysis reveals the following possibilities for error, from an accounting standpoint: 1. error in subtraction of wagon weight from gross
weight; 2. error in subtraction of the
dirt tare to be deducted; 3. error in posting the amounts to growers account,
either as to (a) amount posted, or, (b)
account to which item is posted; 4. loss
of ticket in transit or prior to posting.
In the system under discussion, when
beets are shipped by railroad, the ticket
number and net weight of beets is indicated on the bill of lading. On arrival
at the office, the tickets are checked
against the bill of lading to guard
against the possibility of loss or failure
to send in.
The mechanical details of posting are
performed with a posting machine of the
usual type. In order to quickly and accurately check the subtractions, the adding machine is set to alternately add and
subtract; the gross weight is then added
into the machine, and the wagon weight
subtracted. When all the tickets accompanying a bill of lading have been thus
added, a total is taken and the first net
weight again added. If all the subtractions have been performed correctly, the
two totals thus secured will be the same.
If any have been improperly subtracted,
the difference between the two totals
will represent the amount of the error;
it then becomes necessary to recheck the
subtractions until the error is corrected.
To facilitate the calculation of tares,
a large tare table was calculated showing the net weight for all weights from
1,000 to 10,000 pounds, at tares varying
from one to fifteen per cent. This table
was put under a large plate glass on a
suitable table, and made a very convenient work desk for the people checking
and computing tickets. The net weight
shown at the intersection of the two
lines in the table representing gross
weight and per cent tare was written on
the ticket, instead of computing the
pounds of dirt and subtracting from the
total. This was double checked by another operator to catch any errors made
by the first calculator.
After the tickets were thus calculated,
all tickets representing beets delivered
at each receiving station were gathered
together, and sorted according to contract numbers of the growers. The net
weight of beets thus represented by the
tickets was determined by addition, and
the total after checking was posted to a
control account.
In order to obtain an effective check
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on tickets against any possible loss, and
to make sure that the proper person received credit for each particular load,
the following system was practiced:
Each grower was assigned a separate
book of weight tickets containing twentyfive tickets; this was kept in a little file
arranged according to contract number

ing the ticket numbers; if tickets were
posted in the wrong account, this also
would show up because of the difference
in the sequence of ticket numbers; the
same condition would apply if a ticket
should be duplicated in any way.
When all the tickets are posted for a
district, the operator goes back through
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and kept before the weighman in a convenient place. Whenever beets were delivered, the ticket was issued from this
particular book for this grower only. By
this method, it will be seen, his tickets
were in absolute numerical order and any
break in the sequence indicated that
something was wrong.
When these tickets were posted at the

the ledger pages to which tickets have
been entered, and picks up the old and
new balances, thus determining the total
of the postings for that district. This
should check with the total posted to the
recap sheet for that district; any errors
are thus shown immediately.
An effective way of picking up errors
of posting was worked out: when the
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factory office, only three things were
taken into account: date, ticket number
and net weight. The machine was so
arranged as to automatically shift the
carriage into the proper position for
ticket number and weight, thus making
the operation extremely rapid. In each
account, therefore, it will be seen that a
very reliable check existed as to whether
or not the proper tickets had been credited. If a ticket was short, it would be
immediately noticed in posting or check-

tickets were first totaled for the recap,
a subtotal was taken on every tenth contract number. When the operator goes
through the ledger picking up old and
new balances, the subtotal shown on the
first detail strip should check with the
total showing in the adding machine at
each point. As soon as an error is
passed, these two totals no longer agree,
and the error is immediately located as
being within the last ten accounts. By
this practice, the ledger is balanced each
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day against the recap, just as in other
systems of accounting.
The recap sheet shown herewith is also
designed for posting with the adding machine. In this way, all the additions and
subtractions are performed mechanically,
with the figures used shown clearly in
type, thus making for greater accuracy.
This sheet will show daily the condition
of the harvest, and if a general recap is
kept, in similar manner, of the district
recap sheets, the management; can tell
exactly what portion of the crop is in,
what portion is piled in the factory sheds,
or yet to be moved.
This system has proved to be both effective, and at the same time very economical; it was possible to handle the
accounting with less expense for office
clerks than neighboring factories used.
The statement form illustrated shows
the arrangement as used and the ruling
for mechanical posting; deductions for
seed, planting, etc., are shown in the
lower right hand corner, and the details
of the settlement there worked out.

